December 2018 Sexual Assault EBLAST

Happy Holidays and Safe Travels!

Today’s Topic: A recap of all the EBLAST’s! Throughout 2018.

- February was the origination of the EBLAST! The purpose is to serve as a communication tool between SC hospitals and DCVC’s sexual assault program
- March EBLAST!: Anonymous Reporting when a victim reports to the hospital
- April EBLAST!: DCVC added additional medications to the Sexual Assault Protocol Billing Form
- May EBLAST!: Highlighted DCVC’s child victims of sexual assault Protocol
- June EBLAST!: How to file the Sexual Assault Protocol Forms
- July EBLAST!: An in-depth discussion about the HIV NPEP Program (part 1)
- August EBLAST!: A continuation of the HIV NPEP (part 2)
- September EBLAST!: Addressed DCVC’s Anonymous Waiver Reporting
- October EBLAST!: Payments and the Explanation of Benefits (EOBs)
- November EBLAST!: The inception of distributing the EBLAST every other month.

You can find all the EBLASTs on our website at www.soya.sc.gov, go under “For Providers”, then see “Monthly Sexual Assault EBLASTs!”

REMEMBER: NEVER BILL THE VICTIM NOR BILL THEIR INSURANCE FOR THE COLLECTION OF EVIDENCE.

Note: Please forward this email to anyone you believe should be a recipient of the EBLAST! Or send us the email of someone who should receive the EBLAST! So we can add them to the list; let us know if you do not want to receive the EBLAST.

Sincerely,

Ruth Brockman
Claim Analyst